
 

If you’ve seen the movie Avatar and would like to watch it in Tamil dub, we can help. We will walk you through how to watch Avatar movie online and the best places where you can download it for free. We'll share what makes this such a great film that won an Academy Award for Best Picture, why people love watching Avatar movies in Tamil, and which sites provide the best quality downloads of
this James Cameron epic. What is Avatar? Before we share where you can watch Avatar movie for free, let’s cover some background. Avatar is a 2009 film. It is one of those movies that has been widely loved by millions of people all over the world. The film was a huge box office success and won a total of 12 Academy Awards including that for Best Picture. It also won two Golden Globes and three
BAFTA awards. Avatar was directed by James Cameron and stars Sam Worthington, Zoe Saldana, Sigourney Weaver, Michelle Rodriguez, Stephen Lang and many more. What is Avatar about? Avatar movie is set in the year 2154. Earth has been depleted of all its natural resources and turned into a wasteland. There are no trees, no water and only a few humans. The remaining people on Earth suffer
from disease and famine and can’t find enough food to survive. One day, the rich owner of an intergalactic mining company, named Parker Selfridge (played by Giovanni Ribisi), discovers a planet that has all the natural resources that Earth once had, but it’s inhabited by a race of people called Na'vi. Selfridge sees this as an opportunity to make a lot of money, by stripping the planet of all its natural
resources. He travels there with Jake Sully (Sam Worthington), a paraplegic soldier who wants to replace his legs. Jake is convinced by “Motley” (Michelle Rodriguez), Selfridge’s head of security, to go down to this new planet Pandora and pose as one of the natives. His mission is to infiltrate them so Selfridge can gain access to these valuable resources. Jake goes down there and on first sight falls in
love with this beautiful girl named Neytiri (Zoe Saldana). He also meets the leader of the Na'vi named Prince Trudy (Stephen Lang) and his daughter Grace. Jake then begins to try to help them in whatever way he can, which includes bringing the healing technology back to Earth. Avatar movie was a big international success and is still a popular movie with many people in Tamil Nadu. It’s a highly
quotable film with a lot of interesting characters and various interesting settings, so it shouldn’t be hard for you to find an online link where you can watch it in Tamil dub.
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